We provide an alternate proof of McMullen's theorem on contractive properties of the Poincar6 series operator in the special case of the universal covering. This case includes in particular Kra's Theta Conjecture.
Theorem 1 If X admits a holomorphic averaging sequence then the fundamental group nl(X) is abelian.
The abelian case is discussed in Remark 1 below. Our interest in Theorem 1 stems in part from its connection with Poincar6 series. Recall that a quadratic differential on a Riemann surface X is a section r = cp(z)dz 2 of the square of the holomorphic cotangent bundle. I~ol = I~o(z) l I dzl 2 is a measure, so the L 1 norm II~oll = ffxl~ol is well-defined. Let Q(X) denote the space of integrable holomorphic quadratic differentials on X, let B(X) denote the unit ball {~0 ~ Q(X): If q)II < l}, and let S(X) = 3B(X) = {~o ~ Q(X): 11 ~0 II --1}. If : Y ~ X is a covering map of Riemann surfaces then the Poincar6 series operator
6),: Q(Y) ~ Q(x) is defined by summing over fibers. It is clear that O, maps B(Y) into B(X).
D.E. Barrett and J. Diller Let A denote the unit disk in C.
Theorem 2 If q:A--*X is a covering map and if O~,(B(A))c~S(X)4: ~ then X admits a holomorphic averaging sequence.

Corollary. If ~b : A -~ X is a covering map and if O ,(B(A ) ) c~ S(X) 4:;25 then zh (X) is abelian.
Corollary (Kra's Theta Conjecture) If X is a compact Riemann surface minus a finite number of points and if X admits a covering map ~ : A --* X then the operator norm [[ O~, [[ is < 1. Proof. This follows from the preceding corollary together with the observations that Q(X) must be finite dimensional and ~I(X) must be non-abelian. [] See [M] for a discussion of the history and significance of this conjecture. In I-M] McMullen in fact proves the following stronger result.
Theorem 3 If ~: Y-~ X is a covering map of hyperbolic Riemann surfaces then O,(B(Y)) c~ S(X) 4: ;Z5 if and only if ~ is amenable. If ~ is amenable then in fact Oq,(B(Y)) = B(X).
See [M] for the definition of an amenable covering. It is well-known that if Y is simply-connected then $ is amenable if. and only if ~I(X) is abelian.
Theorem 1 is a direct consequence of the following two theorems. The condition that f be bounded on p-l(K) means that there is a compact subset L of A such that the graph off over p-1 (K) is contained in p~ 1 (L), where PA is the induced map p*A --+ A; equivalently, this hypothesis states that the sections fT, ve~l(X), obtained by applying deck transformations to the graph of fare uniformly bounded on compacts with respect to any trivialization. The hull condition is interpreted by noting thatf(p-l(z)) is a subset of the affine fiber A~.
Theorem 5 Let X be a Riemann surface with the property that for all affine bundles A --+ X and for all holomorphic sectionsfofp*A --+ X which are bounded on p-l(K) for compact K ~ X there exists a holomorphic section fof A ~ X with f(z) contained in the closed convex hull of f(p-l(z)) for all z e X. Then ~zl (X) is abelian.
Remark 1 The abelian case.
If X is simply-connected then X admits a holomorphic averaging sequence by default.
If X is biholomorphic to an annulus, punctured disk, or punctured plane then )~ may be represented as a (finite, semi-infinite, or infinite) horizontal strip with The remaining case is that of an elliptic curve X = C/(7/+ ~7l). In this case Liouville's theorem shows that any holomorphic averaging sequence must have a non-empty exceptional set; nevertheless, the meromorphic functions 
w, ~ ,~(w) + ;:~(w) / "
Since 2r is fractional linear, a routine computation shows that this action may also be defined by the formula
#,:(w, ~--~w)~--~(2,(w), 2,(~) 2 2,(w))"
Let A denote the quotient of H xll2 by this action. The map A--*X, [(w, ()] ~ r gives A the structure of a one-dimensional affine bundle over X. The motivation for defining A is that a non-constant meromorphic function t/on X induces a meromorphic section ( = f(w):= (q ~ r (w) of H x 117 ~ H passing Write ~o~=g)~*~ so that gi is holomorphic on A\~-I(E). Since O~0j = vj~ ~ ~ in Q(X) it follows that v) ~ 1 uniformly on compact subsets of x\E.
To handle the 6~ note that ~b,l~pjl = 6jill, where 0, denotes push-forward of measures. The C ~ estimates cited above show that the ~ are uniformly Lipschitz and hence equicontinuous on compact subsets of X\E; hence, passing to a subsequence, we may assume that the ~j converge to some function 6~o uniformly on compact subsets of X\E. Now 6~ >= 1 since 6j >= Ivjl; moreover 
